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1 Visually Grounded Paraphrases

A VGP pair, by definition, always refers to some-
thing in a given image and thus corresponds to a
certain concrete concept; however, different expres-
sions may, e.g., explain some different information
or emphasize certain aspects that the concept has,
as we can see in the above examples. Treating
such VGPs equally may spoil semantics enriched
by different expressions. There are five classes of
VGPs: equivalence, forward entailment, reverse
entailment, alternation, and independence (see Fig-
ure 1).

The equivalence relationship is present when
phrase X and Y entails each other in both direc-
tions. In particular, they are linguistic paraphrases,
such as different expressions with the same
meaning or abbreviation of the other phrase (e.g.,
Chevrolet/chevy).

The entailment relationship is categorized
into forward entailment and reverse entailment.
Forward entailment relationship is present when
phrase X is a subtype of phrase Y (e.g., a rock
climb wall/a rock). Reverse entailment is to
be given when Y is a subtype of X (e.g., a
stuffed animal/her teddy bear). We treat them
as different classes to store the entailment direction.

The alternation class applies when phrase X
and phrase Y are mutually exclusive: the same
visual concept cannot have X and Y being true
at the same time. For example, some VGPs in
alternation may describe the same visual concept
with gender difference (e.g., a man/a woman) or
age-related difference (e.g., baby/child).

In the independence relationship, phrase X and
phrase Y describe different attributes of the same
visual concept that are true at the same time (e.g.,
competitors/a group of bicyclist).

2 Visualization

Figure 2 displays the text-to-region in one atten-
tion head for every method (without fine-tuning on
downstream tasks)1 on two sample images. The
Indirect method’s attention is uniformly distributed
over all image regions for every text token and the
attention head doesn’t display any kind of visual
grounding pattern. On the other hand, we can see
that in both the Direct and Semi-direct approach’s
attention heads the visually grounded entities at-
tend primarily to their associated image regions.
This visual grounding ability is even more accentu-
ated for the Semi-direct method.

Looking also at a bird’s eye view of the atten-
tion heads on examples can provide insights on the
impact of different attention supervision methods.
We can see for instance in Figure 3 that supervising
indirectly the attention doesn’t modify greatly the
patterns in the attention heads. On the other hand,
the directly supervised method displays a much
more different pattern which is pretty uniform over
attention heads, which could be explained by the
fact that the exact same classification problem is su-
pervised on every attention head in every layer. The
semi-directly supervised method displays a much
sparser pattern which hints at the fact that with this
freer constraint than the one enforced by the direct
approach, only some attention heads will attempt
to align phrases with their visual grounding.

1Our motivation for visualization without fine-tuning on
downstream tasks is to visualize the impact our fine-tuning
would have generally on the model, hoping that it would
improve the performance on several tasks.



Semantic typology of VGPs
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(paraphrase)
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entailment
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“a little girl”
“a small girl”

“a rock climb wall”
“a rock”

“a stu�ed animal”
“her teddy bear”

“a woman”
“a man”

“a competitors”
“a group of bycyclist”

“Chevrolet”
“chevy”

“his bead necklace”
“a necklace”

“a young child”
“a young boy”

“a blue shirt”
“a purple dress”

“an orange blanket”
“an baby wrap”

(a) (c) (e) (g) (i)
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New semantic phenomena

Figure 1: Semantic VGP typology examples. VGPs are categorized into 5 semantic relations. Equivalence is
linguistic paraphrase. In addition, forward and reverse entailment, alternation and independence were introduced
as relations for VGPs, which are not linguistic paraphrases but describing the same visual concepts.
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(a) Layer 2, head 11.

Indirect Direct Semi-direct

(b) Layer 4, head 8.

Figure 2: Visualization of attention heads on sample
images. Line intensity indicates the magnitude of at-
tention probability.



(a) No attention supervision (b) Indirect

(c) Direct (d) Semi-direct

Figure 3: Visualization of attention heads with different supervision methods on a random sample. Every attention
head in every layer is shown with a specific color for every different layer.


